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ABSTRACT

1.

It is often observed that software engineering (SE) processes
and practices for computational science and engineering (CSE)
lag behind other SE areas [7]. This issue has been a concern
for funding agencies, since new research increasingly relies
upon and produces computational tools. At the same time,
CSE research organizations find it difficult to prescribe formal SE practices for funded projects.
Theoretical and experimental science rely heavily on independent verification of results as part of the scientific process. Computational science should have the same regard
for independent verification but it does not.
In this paper, we present an argument for using reproducibility and independent verification requirements as a
driver to improve SE processes and practices. We describe
existing efforts that support our argument, how these requirements can impact SE, challenges we face, and new opportunities for using reproducibility requirements as a driver
for higher quality CSE software.

Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) is often
called the third paradigm of scientific discovery. It is truly a
scientific endeavor attempting to add to the global collection
of human knowledge. At the same time, as is often observed,
CSE software engineering practices lag behind other areas.
In particular, research-oriented software is often discarded
after the project that produced it is complete. This issue has
been a concern for funding agencies such as the US National
Science Foundation (NSF) (see the Software Infrastructure
for Sustained Innovation–SI2 for the NSF effort to address
this issue [16]), since NSF and similar agencies find that
new research increasingly relies upon and produces computational tools. NSF-funded research can typically produce
very good results, but often the software generated as part
of the project has been developed only to produce research
results, after which the software is set aside, perhaps to be
used later, but certainly not available to external people and
often not under version control.
CSE research organizations find it difficult to prescribe
formal software engineering practices for funded projects because there is not a lot of specific literature on SE for CSE
research software, and because researchers would find such
prescriptions artificial and a hindrance to progress on their
research.
Theoretical and experimental science rely heavily on independent confirmation of results as part of the scientific
process. In principle, computational science should have the
same regard for independent confirmation, but a study of the
literature shows that in many cases there is very little hope
of reproducing published results from the published information. Furthermore, results are often generated by software
that is not managed, and it would be difficult in the future
to identify the exact version of software that generated the
results.
In this paper we discuss how requiring independent confirmation of CSE results can impact the quality of research
software. Furthermore, we observe that, although funding
agencies may find it difficult to impose formal software engineering practices on funded project, it is very reasonable
to expect research teams to obtain independent verification
of their results. In fact, it is our opinion that if independent verification is expected, we will see rapid adoption and
adaptation of software engineering practices in the research
community, not because formal process were imposed but
because researchers will want to minimize the overall effort
that goes into achieving independent verification. Good software engineering is a part of the process.
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INTRODUCTION

2.

REPRODUCIBILITY AND SE

If a research team is told it must be able to readily reproduce computational results and support independent results
verification, several things become immediately useful:
1. Source management tools: In order to guarantee that
results can be reproduced, the software must be preserved so that the exact version used to produce results
is available at a later date.
2. Use of other standard tools and platforms: In order
to reduce the complexity of an environment, standard
software libraries and computing environments will be
helpful.
3. Documentation: Independent verification requires that
someone else understand how to use your software.
4. Source code standards: Improves the ability of others
to read your source code.
5. Testing: Investment in greater testing makes sense because the software will be used by others.
6. High-quality software engineering environment: If a
research team is serious about producing high-quality,
reproducible and verifiable results, it will want to invest in a high-quality SE environment to improve team
efficiency.
Requiring reproducibility and independent verification does
have many positive influences on SE practices and processes.
In fact, we believe that reproducibility and verification requirements are the most natural way help CSE teams make
progress against SE goals.

and the cost of improvement was leveraged across the many
teams that make up the project. Presently Trilinos supports
nearly 60 small team package development efforts, providing high quality software processes and tools that allow the
large collection of independently developed, inter-dependent
software packages to work in concert.

3.2

The ACM Transactions on Mathematical
Software (ACM/TOMS)

The ACM/TOMS journal [3] is a forum for disseminating
progress in the design and implementation of mathematical
software. TOMS has a strong emphasis on making sure that
the software discussed in a paper exists in a tangible way.
Although no formal policy explicitly lists exactly what is
acceptable, TOMS is a high-impact journal because many of
the articles present software that eventually becomes heavily
used by the research community.
Other journals regularly publish computational results,
and some have a similar concrete relationship to released
software, but in our experience many computational journals do not have any concrete process to confirm that the
software used to generate result is working properly, or available to others, much less that the results are accurate.

3.3

Executable Paper Grand Challenge

Elsevier recently announced its Executable Paper Grand
Challenge [11]. This contest was created to make the publication of computational science results higher quality and
easier. The specific questions the challenge asked were:
• How can we develop a model for executable files that
is compatible with the user’s operating system and architecture and adaptable to future systems?
• How do we manage very large file sizes?

3.

EXISTING EFFORTS

There are many ways to make progress on software quality
and independent verification. In this section we discuss several efforts that have made an impact on research software.
This is not an exhaustive list, but is meant to illustrate the
variety of ways we can attack this problem.

3.1

ASCI SQA Requirements

In the late 1990s, the US Department of Energy established the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI,
now ASC) [8]. A major component of the program was the
establishment of software quality assurance (SQA) policies
and a software quality engineering (SQE) team. Any software research effort funded by the program was expected to
adhere to the SQA policies and show how it was performing
SQE. Assessments and audits were performed regularly. The
presence of SQA/SQE in ASCI had a profound impact on
software planning and team organization. One of the biggest
impacts was the creation of the Trilinos Project [13, 14] at
Sandia National Laboratories. Although mathematical research software had been developed at Sandia for many years
by small teams, each with its own custom software stack and
informal processes, the rigors of SQA/SQE in ASCI made it
infeasible for small teams to satisfy requirements independently. Trilinos was started in part to provide SQA/SQE
support for small teams. Once started, the Trilinos Project
continued its focus on SQA/SQE issues, above and beyond
what ASCI required, primarily because Trilinos development
teams saw the value of improved software process and tools

• How do we validate data and code, and decrease the
reviewer’s workload?
• How to support registering and tracking of actions
taken on the ‘executable paper?’
The contest organizers recognize that the data, software and
other elements that go into producing a computational science paper are often lost, since only the paper is typically
archived.

4.

CHALLENGES

Although any independent verification effort of scientific
results is challenging, it seems to us that verifying computational results is particularly hard for several reasons, and
will require years of effort, changes in publishing processes
and deep cultural changes.

4.1

Complexity of Computing Environment

One of the most daunting challenges for reproducing results is the complexity of our computing environments. Although reproducing the numerical values generated by a
code may be relatively straight-forward, assuming access to
the original software environment, many CSE papers also
include timing results. Timing can be impacted by any level
of the computing platform: Processor choice, operating system, runtime libraries and compiler flags. Reproducing the
exact configuration is very challenging, especially after the
initial results are produced, even if done by the same user.

4.2

Cost

Independent verification is costly. It requires investment
in infrastructure by the research team and the independent
verifier. It can also put a lot of demand on the verifier, especially if the reference computing system environment is
not easily available. Presently journal referees are not expected, nor have the facilities, to assess the quality of computational results beyond examining the given manuscript.
External verification is possible, by looking for presence of
the software on the Internet, but this is an ad hoc approach
that, even if it does not find the software, does not typically
disqualify the paper.
Another cost is the likely increase in time to produce a
manuscript for submission to a journal, as well as the time
between submission and publication. However, we expect
that the quality of an article will improve if reproducibility
and independent verification is required, and the results of
published articles can be more highly trusted.

4.3

Cultural

Perhaps the most difficult challenge we face in making
progress toward reproducible results and independent verification is cultural. Most computational scientists do not have
the habit or desire to share their computing environment
with verifiers. This reluctance can be overcome, probably
most effectively by funding agencies including independent
verification as a requirement for funding.

5.

USEFUL ACTIVITIES

As mentioned in Section 3, there are existing efforts whose
success move us in the direction of reproducible results and
independent verification. However, there are more activities
that can be emphasized. Some of them are emerging only
now and provide us with new opportunities.

5.1

Standardized Platforms

A very helpful tool toward our goals would be a standard,
widely available computing platform. Since many computer
systems are based on commodity parts, operating systems
and compiling environments, it has been possible for some
time to have independent verification platforms. However,
there are so many possible combinations that practically
speaking it is very hard to expect an independent verifier
to be able to confirm results on a separate system.
Recently “cloud” computing has become a real commercial service. As one example, Amazon’s Electronic Cloud
Computing (EC2) service [1] provides a high-performance
computing platform that is available to anyone on the Internet, even providing a base number of free computing hours.
This service can provide a legitimate approach to independent verification, by having standard platforms available,
even established by particular journals. The popular package Clawpack uses a similar approach, providing a complete
installation of Clawpack and all required software in a selfcontained virtual machine [17]. Perhaps, just like each journal has its own LATEX format templates, each computational
journal can have its own cloud computing or virtual machine
platform, and porting to that platform is one way to provide
access to an independent verifier.
This approach will certainly not address all needs. For
example, some computational results are of interest because
they are generated on the latest and best computing platforms. In those situations, it is perhaps possible to allow the

reviewer to obtain access to the same system and to directly
access the research team’s software environment.

5.2

Use Standard Libraries

In addition to a common platform, use of standard libraries, perhaps also part of the journal cloud platform,
could reduce variability in results. Specifically, the platform
could include a suite of common libraries such as BLAS [15,
9, 10], LAPACK [2], FFTW [12], PETSc [6, 5, 4] and Trilinos. This approach would also encourage use of standard
libraries in general, which is generally positive. We know of
one such instance already: StarHPC [18]. This EC2 computing cluster provides both OpenMP and OpenMPI parallel
computing environment.

5.3

Journal Policies

A key to making progress on reproducible results and independent verification has to be journal policies, if only to
have the computational science journals include some form
of interrogation about the availability and usability of the
software used by a paper. Ideally, we would like journals to
require independent verification of results prior to publication, as is done in other areas of science. Even though such
rigor is not possible today, we can at least modify journal
policies to make progress in this direction.

5.4

Funding Agencies

The final key to progress is to engage funding agencies and
encourage them to expect funded research teams to produce
results that are reproducible and independently verifiable. If
CSE research teams get funding only by agreeing to reproducibility requirements, in a similar way to the ASCI program mentioned in Section 3, we believe that the cultural
and infrastructure requirements will be naturally addressed
by teams without imposing any specific formal SQA/SQE
requirements.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

CSE has often been described as the third fundamental
paradigm for scientific advance, and it is truly recognized
as a valuable pursuit, even being mentioned in the past
two State of the Union addresses by US president Barack
Obama. However, as a scientific process, the lack of reproducibility and independent verification is noticeable, as
is the lack of software engineering rigor. We believe that
these two weaknesses are linked, and that demanding reproducibility of computational results will positively impact
adoption and innovative adaptation of software engineering
practices and processes in CSE. We have already seen this
impact in some projects, such as the DOE ASCI program.
The availability of cloud computing and a broad collection
of standard libraries, and the awareness of journal editors
and funding agencies make it a good time to raise awareness
of reproducibility as a positive mechanism for improving the
quality and impact of computational science.
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